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Analysis of partner of inscuteable, a Novel Player
of Drosophila Asymmetric Divisions, Reveals Two
Distinct Steps in Inscuteable Apical Localization
preferentially to the more dorsal (GMC) progeny (Rhyu
et al., 1994; Hirata et al., 1995; Knoblich et al., 1995;
Spana and Doe, 1995; Spana et al., 1995; Li et al., 1997;
Broadus et al., 1998; Schuldt et al., 1998). These mole-
cules include Prospero (Pros), a homeodomain protein
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(Doe et al., 1991; Vaessin et al., 1991; Matsuzaki et al.,Singapore 117609
1992), and Numb (Uemera et al., 1989), as well as pros
RNA. Pros acts as a cell fate determinant for the NB
divisions; it functions in GMCs to promote the expres-Summary
sion of GMC-specific genes and repress the expression
of NB-specific genes (Doe et al., 1991; Vaessin et al.,Asymmetric localization is a prerequisite for inscute-
1991). However, a requirement for Numb has not beenable (insc) to function in coordinating and mediating
demonstrated for the NB cell division. In some GMCsasymmetric cell divisions in Drosophila. We show here
Numb is localized as a basal crescent and acts as a cellthat Partner of Inscuteable (Pins), a new component
fate determinant (Buescher et al., 1998), possibly byof asymmetric divisions, is required for Inscuteable to
directly interacting with the intracellular region of Notchasymmetrically localize. In the absence of pins, Inscu-
(N) (Frise et al., 1996), thereby antagonizing N signalingteable becomes cytoplasmic and asymmetric divi-
in the progeny inheriting the asymmetrically localizedsions of neuroblasts and mitotic domain 9 cells show
Numb (Guo et al., 1996; Spana and Doe, 1996; Skeathdefects reminiscent of insc mutants. Pins colocalizes
and Doe, 1998).with Insc and interacts with the region necessary and
inscuteable (insc) encodes a protein that is asymmetri-sufficient for directing its asymmetric localization.
cally localized (Kraut and Campos-Ortega, 1996). InAnalyses of pins function in neuroblasts reveal two
NBs, Insc is apically localized during late interphase,distinct steps for Insc apical cortical localization: A
prior to the formation of the mitotic spindle and prior topins-independent, bazooka-dependent initiation step
the basal localization of Numb, Pros, and pros RNAduring delamination (interphase) and a later mainte-
(Kraut et al., 1996; Li et al., 1997); the basal localization ofnance step during which Baz, Pins, and Insc localiza-
these determinants, the orientation of the mitotic spindletion are interdependent.
along the apical/basal axis as well as the coordination
of these processes in mitotic NBs and cells of mitotic
domain 9 require insc. In addition, ectopic expressionIntroduction
of Insc in ectodermal cells that normally divide with their
mitotic spindle parallel to the epithelial surface causesA variety of organisms utilize asymmetric cell divisions
an extra 908 spindle rotation, resulting in cells that divideto generate cellular diversity during development (re-
with their spindle oriented along the apical/basal axisviewed by Horvitz and Herskowitz, 1992; Doe, 1996; Guo
(Kraut et al., 1996). Insc is also localized as an apicaland Kemphues, 1996; Shapiro and Losick, 1997; Jan and
crescent in dividing GMCs; insc is required for the asym-Jan, 1998). Asymmetric cell divisions during Drosophila
metric localization and segregation of Numb and forembryonic development involve both extrinsic cues and
the resolution of distinct fates for the sibling neuronsasymmetrically localized and segregated intrinsic deter-
derived from (at least some) GMC divisions; moreover,minants (reviewed by Campos-Ortega, 1996) and play
the nuclear and cell size asymmetries exhibited by some
a major role in producing the distinct cell types that
sibling neurons also require insc (Buescher et al., 1998).
are organized into the stereotypic patterns seen in the
These observations suggest that insc lies at the top of
central (Spana and Doe, 1996; Skeath and Doe, 1998) a hierarchy and may act by providing positional informa-
and peripheral (Guo et al., 1996; Dye et al., 1998) nervous tion necessary to coordinate and mediate the processes
systems (CNS and PNS) as well as the somatic muscula- that together ensure the correct execution of asymmet-
ture (Ruiz-Gomez and Bate, 1997; Carmena et al., 1998). ric cell divisions.
Drosophila CNS neurons are derived largely from neu- Several molecules, Miranda (Mir; Ikeshima-Kataoka
roblasts (NBs) (Bossing et al., 1996; Schmidt et al., 1997); et al., 1997; Shen et al., 1997, 1998; Matsuzaki et al.,
NBs are neural stem cells that form by delamination from 1998), Staufen (Li et al., 1997; Broadus et al., 1998;
the neuroectoderm. They undergo repeated divisions to Schuldt et al., 1998) and Partner of Numb (Pon; Lu et
bud off several ganglion mother cells (GMCs) from their al., 1998a), have been shown to act as a link between
dorsal/lateral surface; GMCs divide once to generate the apically localized Insc and the basally localized cell
two progeny neurons. Although NB and GMC cell divi- fate determinants (reviewed in Lu et al., 1998b). These
sions can both be asymmetric, they apparently rely on adaptors act downstream of insc and are also asymmet-
different intrinsic cell fate determinants. Protein and rically localized, similar to the cell fate determinants they
RNA determinants are asymmetrically localized as cres- help to localize, in an insc-dependent manner.
cents to the basal cortex of dividing NBs and segregate bazooka (baz), a Drosophila homolog of the nematode
par3 gene (Etemad-Moghadam et al., 1995), encodes a
mutiple PDZ domain protein that is required for the api-* To whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail: mcbwchia@
imcb.nus.edu.sg). cal/basal polarity of the neuroepithelium (Muller and
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Wieschaus, 1996; Kuchinke et al., 1998). It is the only
gene known to be required for asymmetric Insc localiza-
tion (Schober et al., 1999; Wodarz et al., 1999). Baz is
localized apically in the neuroepithelium as well as in
dividing NBs and may act to link NB polarity to the
apical/basal polarity of the epithelium by recruiting Insc
to the apical cortex (Kuchinke et al., 1998; Schober et
al., 1999; Wodarz et al., 1999).
Structure±function analyses have been performed to
identify regions of Insc necessary for its function
(Knoblich et al., 1999; Tio et al., 1999). We have demon-
strated that a 218±amino acid region (aa 288±497, asym-
metric localization domain) of Insc is necessary and
sufficient for apical cortical localization and for mitotic
spindle orientation along the apical basal axis (Tio et
Figure 1. The Asymmetric Localization Domain of Insc Interactsal., 1999). To identify molecules that may be directly
with Pins in Yeast Two-Hybrid Assays
involved in localizing Insc, we looked for proteins that
The top line is a schematic illustrating various feature of the full-interact with this region in a yeast two-hybrid screen. We length Insc protein. Insc-1 to Insc-8, containing various portions of
demonstrate here that the gene, partner of inscuteable the Insc coding region, were fused in frame with the Gal4 DNA-
(pins), encodes a novel protein with multiple repeats of binding domain in the pAS2-1 vector. Their corresponding binding
activities to a full-length Pins fused in-frame with the Gal4 activationthe Tetratricopeptide (TPR) motif (Goebl and Yanagida,
domain in pACT2 are semiquantitated based on the time taken for1991) that complexes/interacts in vivo and in vitro with
colonies to turn blue in X-gal filter lift assay are shown on the right:the Insc asymmetric localization domain. Pins colocal-
111, ,30 min; 11, 30±90 min; 1, .120 min; 2, no significantizes with Insc and the asymmetric cortical localization
staining. The five shaded boxes represent regions that, according
of both proteins is mutually dependent in dividing NBs to Kraut and Campos-Ortega (1996), share homology with ankyrin
and cells of mitotic domain 9. pins appears to be re- repeats. Note that all bait constructs, including the Insc asymmetric
quired for all aspects of insc function. Our analyses of localization domain from aa 288±497, show a positive interaction
with Pins.pins using both loss- and gain-of-function approaches
suggest that the localization of Insc in neural progenitors
involves at least two steps: (1) the initial localization Pins and Insc Form a Complex In Vivo
of Insc to the apical cortex during delamination, while If the yeast two-hybrid interaction reflects an interaction
requiring baz (Schober et al., 1999; Wodarz et al., 1999), in vivo, it should be possible to identify an embryonic
occurs independently of pins; (2) the maintenance of complex containing both proteins. To show the exis-
apical Insc (and Pins) later in interphase and during tence of this complex, we used a transgenic fly strain
mitosis requires pins (and insc).
that can be induced by heat shock to ubiquitously ex-
press a FLAG-tagged version of Insc (hs59NheI in Tio et
Results
al., 1999). We have previously shown that this engi-
neered version of Insc is fully functional and that itspins Encodes a Protein Containing Multiple
expression can rescue the defects associated with inscTPR Repeats
loss of function. Protein extracts were prepared fromFive out of the 200 clones that showed interaction with
heat-shocked transgenic embryos (see Experimentalthe Insc asymmetric localization domain in a yeast two-
Procedures); extracts prepared from non-heat-shockedhybrid screen (see Experimental Procedures) contained
transgenic embryos processed in parallel were usedsequences from the N-terminal region of Pins. Further
as controls. An anti-FLAG immunoaffinity column (seeanalysis using the yeast two-hybrid assay indicated that
Experimental Procedures) was used for both control andall constructs containing the asymmetric localization
experimental extracts. Pins, which runs as an z75 kDadomain of Insc can interact with the N-terminal region
band that is absent in extracts from pins2 embryos (Fig-of Pins whereas all constructs which do not contain this
ure 3B; also see below), specifically copurified with thedomain cannot (Figure 1). Since pins RNA is expressed
extract prepared from the heat-shocked transgenic em-in NBs and the procephalic mitotic domain 9 (data not
bryos containing the FLAG-tagged Insc and not with theshown) and the authenticity of its interaction with Insc
control extract (Figure 3A). These results indicate thatcould be confirmed (see below), we proceeded to char-
Insc and Pins interact either directly or indirectly in vivo.acterize pins.
Northern blots revealed a major embryonic transcript
Pins Interacts Directly with the Insc Asymmetricof 3.3 kb (not shown). Sequence analyses of full-length
Localization DomaincDNAs predicted a Pins coding region of 658 amino
To further characterize the Pins/Insc interaction and toacids with a molecular weight of 71,523 daltons (Figure
ascertain whether it might be direct, in vitro±translated2A). Analyses of the predicted protein revealed the pres-
35S-labeled full-length Pins was incubated with sepha-ence of seven TPR repeats, a general protein±protein
rose beads coupled to GST and various Insc-GST fusioninteraction motif, in the N-terminal half of Pins (Figure
proteins. Pins was able to bind to all Insc-GST fusion2B). Moreover, in database searches, a putative human
proteins containing the asymmetric localization domainhomolog of unknown function, LGN (Mochizuki et al.,
but not to GST alone nor to Insc-6, which lacks the1996), with 46% identity and 63% similarity over the entire
length of the coding region was identified (Figure 2C). asymmetric localization domain (Figure 3C). To further
Pins, a Novel Component of Asymmetric Divisions
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Figure 2. pins Encodes a Mutiple TPR Re-
peat Protein that Is Highly Homologous to
Human LGN
(A) The deduced amino acid sequence of Pins
derived from a 3.3 kb nucleotide sequence is
shown (GenBank accession number AF230071).
The seven TPR repeats are in bold and the
three GoLoco repeats are underlined.
(B) An alignment of the seven TRP repeats of
Pins.
(C) A schematic showing the degree of amino
acid identity between Pins and human LGN.
The TPR and GoLoco repeats are highlighted.
characterize this interaction, 35S-labeled full-length Pins seen during mitosis from prophase to anaphase (Figure
4A). In telophase Pins show a weak cortical distribution(FL-Pins), as well as the N-terminal portion (N-Pins, con-
taining the seven TPR repeats, aa 1±378) and the C-ter- and disappears only after telophase. Double labelings
with anti-Insc indicate that, with the exception of delami-minal portion (C-Pins, aa 364±658) of Pins, were pro-
duced by in vitro translation. The translation products nating NBs, the two proteins are largely colocalized dur-
ing the NB cell cycle (Figures 4A and 4B). In delaminatingwere incubated with sepharose beads coupled to a full-
length Insc-GST fusion protein or coupled to GST alone. NBs, high levels of Insc staining can be seen on the
apical stalk, which extends from the NB toward the sur-Full-length and N-terminal Pins could bind Insc-GST
but not the GST alone control, whereas C-terminal Pins face of the neuroectoderm. In comparison, high levels of
apical Pins are detected only following NB delaminationcould not bind to Insc-GST (Figure 3D). These results
are consistent with the data from the two yeast two- (compare Figure 4A to 4B). These observations suggest
that the initial localization of Insc to the apical stalk ofhybrid assays and, together, indicate that the TPR re-
peat±containing the N-terminal region of Pins is neces- NBs during delamination (interphase) may precede that
of the Pins apical localization; however, during mitosissary and sufficient for direct interaction with the Insc
asymmetric localization domain in vitro. the two proteins are colocalized as apical crescents.
Apical cortical crescents of Pins can also be found in
the dividing cells of the procephalic mitotic domain 9Pins Colocalizes with Insc and Requires insc for Its
Localization in Mitotic Neural Progenitors (Figure 4A).
As a first step toward understanding the role pinsand Cells of Mitotic Domain 9
To determine the subcellular localization of Pins, we might play with respect to the genes that are known to
be involved in asymmetric cell divisions, we examinedgenerated antibodies against a Pins fusion protein (see
Experimental Procedures). The pattern of immunofluo- Pins distribution in embryos homozygous for loss-of-
function alleles of mir, pros, pon, numb, and insc. Withrescence seen with the anti-Pins is absent in embryos
lacking (maternal and zygotic) Pins, confirming its speci- the exception of insc mutants, Pins expression is wild
type (WT) in these mutants (data not shown). In insc nullficity (see below). In NBs, Pins is localized as a crescent
to the apical cortex (Figure 4A). Apical crescents can embryos, Pins distribution is no longer asymmetric in
mitotic NBs as well as dividing cells of mitotic domain 9be detected in interphase NB following delamination.
More intensely labeled Pins apical crescents can be (with complete penetrance); Pins distribution is primarily
Cell
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Procedures) which, as judged by Southern blots, re-
moved all or part of the pins coding region. Analyses of
embryos homozygous for four different antigen-nega-
tive pins alleles that removed either the entire coding
region, pinsP120 and pinsP17, or part of the coding region,
pinsP62 and pinsP89, indicated that the loss of the zygotic
component of pins showed no defects with respect to
the localization of Insc, Mir, Pros, or Pon; neither were
neuronal cell fate changes evident; moreover, spindle
orientation in NBs and mitotic domain 9 cells were nor-
mal (data not shown). The lack of any phenotypes was
not surprising since staining of the homozygous mutants
with anti-Pins demonstrated that protein derived from
a maternal component persists until stage 16 of embry-
onic development (not shown). Moreover, the zygotic
component appears not to be absolutely essential since
animals lacking the zygotic component can survive to
adulthood, although at reduced frequencies, and fe-
males can lay fertilized eggs (see below).
To assess the effects of removing both maternal and
zygotic pins on Insc localization, we were able to obtain
genotypically mutant embryos derived from mutant
mothers either homozygous or transheterozygous for
the mutants pinsP62 and pinsP89. These embryos do not
produce detectable amounts of Pins as judged by immu-
nofluorescence (e.g., Figure 6A) and Westerns with the
anti-Pins antibody (e.g., Figure 3B) and will be hence-
forth referred to as Pins2 embryos. Insc localization is
dramatically affected in these embryos. In mitotic NBsFigure 3. Pins Complexes with Insc In Vivo and Interacts with the
Insc Asymmetric Localization Domain In Vitro and interphase NBs that have completed delamination,
as well as in dividing cells of mitotic domain 9, Insc is(A) Pins and Insc complex in vivo. Embryonic extracts were prepared
from a stock homozygous for a FLAG-tagged insc transgene under localized to the cytoplasm (Figure 4D). In NBs this failure
the control of the hsp70 promoter. Total extracts from non-heat- to asymmetrically localize appears to be a defect in
shocked (lane 1) and heat-shocked (lane 2) embryos, as well as maintenance, since the initial apical localization of Insc
FLAG affinity purified samples (see Experimental Procedures) from
occurs normally. This is most convincingly seen in de-non-heat-shocked (lane 3) and heatshocked (lane 4) embryos, were
laminating NBs that are known to have completed Selectrophoresed and Pins protein (arrow) visualized by Western blot-
phase and are at the G2 stage of the cell cycle. Delami-ting with anti-Pins. The filter was stripped and reblotted with an anti-
FLAG antibody to visualize the FLAG-tagged Insc band (arrowhead, nating NBs possess a membrane stalk that emanates
lower panel). from their apical surface which retains contact with the
(B) Western blot of extracts prepared from 0±2 hr embryos derived epithelial surface, and this is where apical cortical local-
from WT and pinsP89 homozygous mothers (pins2). Note that the ization of Insc is initially seen (Figure 4A and Kraut et
z75 kDa Pins band (arrow) seen in WT is, as expected, absent in
al., 1996). This initial localization of Insc to the apicalthe embryonic extract derived from pinsP89 homozygous mothers.
stalk occurs normally in Pins2 embryos (Figure 4D); how-Relative loading of the lanes was assessed by reblotting filter with
ever, apical Insc localization cannot be maintained andanti-b-tubulin.
(C) In vitro interaction between 35S-labeled full-length Pins protein later in interphase and during mitosis (Figure 4D), Insc
and various GST-Insc fusion proteins (see Figure 1 for nomencla- no longer associates with the cortex and adopts a cyto-
ture), see text. plasmic localization. Hence while the initial apical local-
(D) The N-terminal region of Pins containing the TPR repeats interact ization of Insc during delamination does not require pins,
with Insc in vitro. 35S-labeled full-length Pins (FL-Pins), N-terminal
the maintenance of this asymmetric localization later inPins (N-Pins, aa 1±378), or C-terminal Pins (C-Pins, aa 364±658)
interphase and throughout mitosis is pins dependent.were tested for interaction with GST (GST alone) or a full-length
Baz is known to interact with Insc and to be requiredGST-Insc fusion protein (GST-Insc), see text and Experimental Pro-
cedures. for Insc asymmetric localization (Schober et al., 1999;
Wodarz et al., 1999). We have confirmed that in the
absence of baz function, Insc does not localize apically
cortical and the intensity of anti-Pins staining is also even in delaminating NBs (data not shown) and is cyto-
strongly reduced (Figure 4C). Hence asymmetric local- plasmic later in the cell cycle. Not surprisingly, in em-
ization of Pins requires insc. bryos lacking both maternal and zygotic baz, Pins distri-
bution in mitotic NBs is mostly cortical (Figures 5G and
Maintenance but Not Initiation of Insc Localization 5H), similar to its distribution in insc mutant NBs (Figure
to the Apical Cortex of Neuroblasts Requires pins 4C). Interestingly, Baz localization to the apical cortex
In order to assess the function of pins, we took advan- of NBs is itself affected by pins and insc loss of function.
tage of a P(w1) transposon, EP3559 (Rorth, 1996), which In Pins2 NBs, the apical cortical Baz crescents normally
was inserted at cytological location 98A-B, z700 bp present in WT (76/77 metaphase NBs show apical cres-
59 to the pins cDNA. By mobilizing this element, we cent) mitotic NBs (Figures 5A and 5B) cannot be de-
tected from metaphase (0/62 NBs) onward (Figure 5D).generated several small deletions (see Experimental
Pins, a Novel Component of Asymmetric Divisions
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Figure 4. Pins and Insc Localization in WT, insc2 and pins2 NBs and Cells of Mitotic Domain 9
(A±D) Parasagittal optical sections showing NBs (left-hand panels) and procephalic mitotic domain 9 cells (right-hand-most panels) from
embryos of various genotypes indicated in parenthesis; apical is down. The proteins being visualized and the genotypes of the embryos are
indicated to the left of the panels. The cell cycle stages of the cells being shown (outlined by white dots) are indicated above the panels. (A
and B) WT embryos triple labeled with anti-Pins (green), anti-Insc (red), and DNA stain (blue); anti-Pins plus DNA staining is shown in (A) while
the anti-Insc plus DNA staining is shown in (B). Note the membrane stalk showing high levels of Insc in the delaminating NB in the left-hand
panel of (B) (arrow). (C) insc22 homozygous embryos stained with anti-Pins (green) and DNA (blue). Compare the Pins distribution with those
seen in WT shown in the panels in (A). (D) Pins2 embryos stained with anti-Insc (red) and DNA (blue). Note that Insc still localizes to the apical
stalk in the delaminating NBs (left-hand panel) whereas it adopts a cytoplasmic distribution later in the cell cycle.
However, occasional weak crescents can be found in 6A) and do not express Insc (Figure 6B). We have shown
mutant interphase/prophase NBs (7/53 NBs; Figure 5C) that insc is necessary for the apical localization of Pins
and these are always localized to the apical cortex. The in NBs and cells of mitotic domain 9. Would the ectopic
Baz distribution in insc mutant NBs (Figures 5E and 5F) expression of Insc in epithelial cells be sufficient to re-
is similar to that seen in Pins2 embryos. These observa- cruit Pins to the apical cortex? Ectopically expressed
tions suggest that the maintenance and/or stability of Insc, driven from a hsp70-insc transgene (see Experi-
apical Baz in NBs requires both insc and pins. mental Procedures), localizes to the apical cortex in
Taken together these results indicate that the initial WT epithelial cells (Kraut et al., 1996; Figure 6B) and,
localization of Insc (e.g., to the apical stalk) requires baz interestingly, causes Pins, which is normally localized
but not pins; however, the maintenance of apical Baz/ to the lateral cortex, to also localize to the apical cortex
Pins/Insc later in the cell cycle (e.g., at metaphase) are (Figure 6A). Conversely, apical localization of ectopically
mutually dependent, requiring all three components (see expressed Insc is dependent on pins. Insc ectopically
Discussion). expressed in Pins2 epithelial cells does not localize as
an apical crescent; rather it adopts a cytoplasmic distri-
bution (primarily toward the apical side of the cell) duringEctopic Expression of Insc in Epithelial Cells Can
interphase and is undetectable during mitosis, presum-Recruit Pins to the Apical Cortex
ably due to rapid degradation (Figure 6B). This apparentTo further explore the relationship between pins and
instability of ectopically expressed Insc may be the rea-insc, we focused our attention to the epithelial cells that
normally express but do not apically localize Pins (Figure son why the 908 rotation in the mitotic spindles that
Cell
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demonstrated. In order to ascertain the role of pins in
mediating these processes, we analyzed the phenotype
of Pins2 embryos with anti-b-tubulin to assess spindle
orientation in cells of mitotic domain 9. Anti-Mir, anti-
Pros, anti-Pon, anti-Numb, and DNA stainings were used
to examine protein localization in NBs. We used anti-
Eve staining to assess whether distinct cell fates and
distinct nuclear cell sizes are specified for RP2/RP2sib,
a pair of sibling neurons.
Pins2 embryos display phenotypes similar to those
seen in insc mutants. Mitotic spindle orientation is de-
fective. In the cells of mitotic domain 9, the phenotype
is similar to that seen in insc mutants where the 908
reorientation, which normally occurs in WT resulting in
the orientation of the spindle along the apical/basal axis
(Figure 7A), fails to occur in the mutant (Figure 7B).
Mitotic spindle orientation of NBs in the segmented
CNS, deduced from DNA staining, also often fails to
adopt an apical/basal orientation (e.g., Figures 7D and
7G). Mir/Pros and Pon/Numb normally localize as basal
crescents in WT metaphase NBs (Figures 7C and 7F).
However, in Pins2 metaphase NBs these proteins often
show defective localization, in the form of mislocalized
crescents (Figures 7D and 7G) and cortical localization
(Figure 7E), similar to that seen in insc mutants. The
quantitation of these phenotypes in both Pins2 and insc
mutant metaphase NBs are shown (Figure 7J). Where
misplaced Mir/Pon crescents (.458 deviation from
basal) form, they can either overlie one of the mitotic
spindle poles (coupled) or not (uncoupled). An interest-
ing difference between the pins and insc phenotype is
that the frequency of coupled protein crescents is higher
in Pins2 NBs than in insc NBs (Figure 7J). These observa-
Figure 5. Baz Localization in WT, insc2, and pins2 NBs and Pins tions suggest that the coordination of mitotic spindle
localization in baz2 NBs
orientation with protein localization may be less dis-
All panels show parasagittal optical section with apical toward the
rupted in Pins2 than in insc metaphase NBs.bottom. NBs are outlined with white dots. (A±F) Interphase (left-
Resolution of distinct fates for the sibling neurons RP2hand panels) and metaphase (right-hand panels) NBs from WT (A
and RP2sib also frequently fail to occur. In z60% (n 5and B), Pins2 (C and D), and insc22 (E and F) embryos double stained
with anti-Baz (red) and DNA (green). Baz apical crescents are, in 350) of the mutant hemisegments, duplicated RP2 neu-
general, not found in interphase/prophase mutant NBs (E), although rons (Eve-expressing neurons at the RP2 position) are
weak apical Baz crescents can occasionally be seen (C); however found at the expense of the RP2sib (Figure 7I). Moreover,
later during mitosis, e.g., metaphase, they are never found in either the two RP2 neurons appear to have indistinguishable
insc or Pins2 mutant NBs (D and F), see text. (G and H) Prophase
nuclear size, a phenotype also seen in insc mutants(G) and metaphase (H) NBs from an embryo lacking both maternal
(Buescher et al., 1998). In z15% (n 5 350) of the hemi-and zygotic baz double stained with anti-Pins (red) and DNA (green).
segments, no Eve-expressing RP2/RP2sib neurons areNote the cortical Pins distribution.
produced due to a failure to correctly specify the GMC
that is the progenitor for RP2/RP2sib (data not shown).
occurs as a consequence of Insc ectopic expression in This similarity in the pins and insc loss of function across
the WT epithelial cells no longer occurs when Insc is a range of phenotypes indicates that the pins-mediated
expressed in Pins2 embryos (Figure 6C). These results maintenance of Insc asymmetric localization is neces-
indicate that the ectopic expression of Insc is sufficient sary for the correct execution of neural progenitor asym-
for Pins to be recruited to the apical cortex of WT epithe- metric cell divisions.
lial cells; moreover, similar to NBs, there is also a mutual By driving the expression of a uas-pins transgene (see
dependence of Pins and ectopically expressed Insc for Experimental Procedures) in neural tissue with a sca-
the apical localization of both proteins in these cells. Gal4 driver in Pins2 embryos, we can rescue, with com-
plete penetrance, the above phenotypes as well as re-
Asymmetric Localization of Cell Fate Determinants, store Insc crescents in mitotic NBs (data not shown),
Correct Orientation of Mitotic Spindle confirming that it is the loss of pins which is responsible
and Resolution of Distinct Sibling for these phenotypes.
Cell Fates Require pins
The role of insc in orienting mitotic spindle, localizing Discussion
Pros/Mir and Pon/Numb in neural progenitors, mediat-
ing alternative cell fate, and effecting nuclear size asym- insc is required to coordinate and effect various aspects
of asymmetric cell divisions of neural progenitors. Previ-metry of specific sibling neurons has been previously
Pins, a Novel Component of Asymmetric Divisions
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Figure 6. Ectopic Insc Expression in Epithe-
lial Cells Is Sufficient to Recruit Pins to the
Apical Cortex
WT embryos (left-hand panels), WT embryos
ectopically expressing Insc (middle panels),
and Pins2 embryos ectopically expressing
Insc (right-hand panels) are shown. (A and B)
Parasagittal optical sections showing in-
terphase and mitotic (metaphase in the inset
of top left-hand panel; anaphase in the insets
of middle panels; prophase in dotted outlines
in right-hand panels) epithelial cells of stage 8
embryos triple labeled with anti-Pins (green),
anti-Insc (red) and DNA-stain (blue); anti-Pins
plus DNA staining is shown in (A) while the
anti-Insc plus DNA staining is shown in (B).
Apical is down. (C) Surface views of dividing
epithelial cells from stage 8 embryos stained
with anti-b-tubulin. Note the spindles (arrows)
are oriented parallel to the surface in the left-
and right-hand panels whereas they are per-
pendicular to the surface in the middle panel.
ous studies have shown that the ability of Insc to localize apical/basal polarity as evidenced by the fact that their
mitotic spindles continue to be oriented and cell fateto the apical cortex of neural progenitors is essential
for its function. Here we describe the identification of determinants continue to be localized with respect to the
apical/basal axis. Since Insc is first seen asymmetricallypins, a new component of the asymmetric localization
machinery that is required for Insc asymmetric localiza- localized to the apical stalk of delaminating NBs that
retain contact with the epithelium, a current view is thattion. Pins encodes a multiple TPR repeat protein that
complexes with Insc in vivo. We show that a region Insc is acting to allow NBs to retain aspects of the apical/
basal polarity originally associated with the epithlium.of Pins containing the TPR repeats is necessary and
sufficient for a direct interaction with the asymmetric Two proteins are known to be required for Insc asym-
metric localization, Baz (Kuchinke et al., 1998; Schoberlocalization domain of Insc in vitro. In mitotic neural
progenitors, Pins colocalizes with Insc. Removal of both et al., 1999; Wodarz et al., 1999) and Pins (this study).
They play apparently distinct roles in facilitating Inscthe maternal and zygotic components of pins results in
defects in protein localization, spindle orientation, and localization in NBs. Baz is localized to the apical cortex
of both neuroectodermal cells and NBs that delaminateneuronal fate that are similar to those seen with insc
loss of function. In mitotic neural progenitors, pins and from the neuroectoderm. Baz presumably acts as a link
to allow NBs to retain the apical/basal polarity inherentinsc are mutually dependent for their asymmetric local-
ization; however, the initial localization of Insc to the to the neuroectodermal epithelium by facilitating the
apical localization of Insc in interphase delaminatingapical stalk in interphase delaminating NBs does not
require pins, but requires baz. Hence, the asymmetric NBs before they lose contact with the neuroectoderm.
Since Baz interacts with Insc in vivo and in vitro, it can inlocalization of Insc comprises a pins-independent initia-
tion step during delamination that requires baz and a principle initiate Insc asymmetric localization by directly
recruiting it to the apical cortex of delaminating NBs.later pins-dependent maintenance step following de-
lamination and during mitosis. These results indicate Consistent with this view, in the absence of baz function,
both the initiation and the maintenance of Insc asymmet-that Pins and Insc are two molecules which form (part
of) an apical cortical complex during mitosis that func- ric localization is defective (Schober et al., 1999; Wodarz
et al., 1999; this study).tions to maintain NB polarity and facilitate the asymmet-
ric division of the CNS neural progenitors. In this context, it is interesting to note that the asym-
metric localization of Baz, Insc, and Pins appears to
follow a temporal order. Baz is the earliest apical localiz-The Initiation of Insc Asymmetric Localization
ing component. It is apical while the cells are still in thein Neuroblasts
epithelium, preceding the apical localization of Insc inDrosophila NBs originate from the neuroectoderm, a
delaminating NBs. Although weak Pins signals cancolumnar epithelial layer of cells with inherent apical/
sometimes be detected in delaminating NBs, strong api-basal polarity. Once NBs have delaminated from this
cal crescents are seen only in NBs following delamina-epithelium, they lose the morphological manifestations
tion. Therefore, not surprisingly, pins is not required forof apical/basal polarity associated with the cells of the
epithelium. However, NBs continue to retain aspects of the initiation of Insc apical localization.
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Figure 7. pins Loss of Function Causes insc-like Phenotypes
Apical is down for (A)±(G). (A and B) Surface views of WT (A) and Pins2 (B) mitotic domain 9 cells stained with anti-b-tubulin. Note that the
mitotic spindles (arrows) are oriented perpendicular to the surface in (A) and parallel to the surface in (B). (C±E) Parasagittal optical sections
showing WT (C) and Pins2 NBs (D and E) doubled stained with anti-Mir (red) and DNA (green). Mir, which normally localizes as a basal crescent
in WT mitotic NBs (C), is often seen either as a misplaced crescent (D) or is distributed throughout the cortex (E) in prophase to metaphase
Pins2 NBs. (F and G) Parasagittal optical sections showing WT (F) and Pins2 (G) NBs doubled stained with anti-Pon (red) and DNA (green).
The normally basal WT Pon crescents are often misplaced in Pins2 NBs. Note also that the metaphase chromosomes aligned parallel to the
apical surface (down) in WT NBs (C and F) are often misaligned in mutants NBs (D and G), reflecting a defect in spindle orientation in mutant
NBs. (H and I) Ventral views of stage 15 WT (H) and Pins2 (I) ventral chords stained with Anti-Eve. In each WT hemisegment, a single Eve1
RP2 neuron (arrow) can be seen whereas in many mutant hemisegments two Eve1 RP2 neurons are seen (see text). (J) Quantitation of the
Mir and Pon localization phenotypes in Pins2 and inscP72 metaphase NBs. n 5 number of metaphase NBs scored.
Asymmetric Neuroblast Divisions Require Interestingly, apical Baz and Pins also fail to be main-
tained in the absence of insc function; Baz and Pinsthe Maintenance of a Baz/Insc/Pins
Interdependent Apical Complex apical crescents are absent by metaphase in mitotic
NBs of insc embryos. Since Baz is also required for InscFollowing the baz-dependent localization of Insc to the
apical stalk/cortex of interphase delaminating NBs, Pins asymmetric localization, the maintenance of apical Baz,
Insc, and Pins appears to be dependent on all threebecomes recruited to the apical cortex. In the absence
of pins, the apical localization of both Insc and Baz fails components. This interdependence on multiple compo-
nents for the asymmetric localization of a protein com-to be maintained. It is therefore apparent that, as a
delaminating NB progresses from interphase (G2) to- plex is reminiscent of the interaction exhibited by Par3,
Par6, and Pkc-3, proteins involved in mediating theward mitosis, the apical localization of Baz and Insc
changes from being pins independent to being pins de- asymmetric blastomere divisions in the early nematode
embryos (Tabuse et al., 1998; Hung and Kemphues,pendent. Since the (re)orientation of mitotic spindle and
basal cortical localization of cell fate determinants occur 1999).
during mitosis and are insc dependent, it seems likely
that the maintenance of an apical complex containing Sequential Recruitment of the Components
of the Apical ComplexInsc, Pins, and Bazooka during mitosis would be essen-
tial for NB to divide asymmetrically. This appears to be We have been unable to demonstrate a direct interaction
between Pins and Baz in yeast two hybrid and GST pull-the case because in Pins2 NBs where apical Insc/Baz/
Pins fails to be maintained, all of these processes asso- down experiments (F. Y., unpublished data). However,
Baz has previously been shown to complex with Insc inciated with the NB asymmetric cell divisions are defec-
tive, in effect giving phenotypes similar to those seen vivo and directly interact with Insc in vitro (Schober et
al., 1999; Wodarz et al., 1999). We have demonstratedin insc mutants.
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here that Pins interacts with Insc. These observations a possible role in neural differentiation (Verdi et al., 1996).
suggest that Insc may be acting to link Baz to Pins. We show here that there is a highly conserved human
Several observations support this view. First, for NBs homolog of pins. We have recently identified a mouse
and cells of mitotic domain 9, Pins does not localize homolog of pins. It will be interesting to see what can
apically in the absence of insc function. Second, is the be learned about the process from functional studies of
apparent temporal order by which Baz (while part of vertebrate homologs of these components of asymmet-
the epithelia), followed by Insc (during delamination), ric cell divisions identified in invertebrates.
followed by Pins (after delamination), are recruited to
Experimental Proceduresthe apical cortex of NBs. Thirdly, in epithelial cells that
do not express Insc, Pins and Baz do not colocalize,
Immunocytochemistry and Confocal MicroscopyBaz being found on the apical cortex and Pins showing
In most cases, embryos were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 12lateral cortical distribution; yet the ectopic expression
min; for b-tubulin and Baz staining, fixations were carried out in
of Insc (which localizes apically) is sufficient to recruit 40% formaldehyde for 3 min. After staining, embryos were mounted
Pins to the apical cortex of these cells. in either vectashield (from Vector Labs) or DNA mounting medium
All of the available data are consistent with the model (Lundell and Hirsh, 1994) and analyzed by laser scanning confocal
microscopy (MRC 1024). Primary antibodies used were rabbit anti-that the formation and maintenance of an apical protein
Insc, rabbit anti-Mir (from F. Matsuzaki), rabbit anti-NUMB and anti-complex which imparts apical/basal polarity in NBs
Pon (from J.-N. Jan), anti-Baz (from Eli Knust and Andreas Wodarz),comprise the following events. Cells in the neuroepithe-
rabbit (from M. Frasch) and mouse (from Kai Zinn) anti-Eve, mouse
lium destined to become NBs have apical/basal polarity anti-Pros (from C. Q. Doe), mouse anti-b-tubulin, and mouse and
as evidenced by the apical localization of Baz. As these rabbit anti-b-Gal (Cappel). Secondary antibodies obtained from
interphase cells delaminate, Insc is recruited to the api- Jackson Laboratories were Cy3 or Cy5-conjugated goat anti-rabbit,
anti-rat and anti-mouse IgG and FITC-conjugated goat anti-mousecal complex in a Baz-dependent manner. Pins is in turn
and anti-rabbit IgG.recruited to this complex and this involves interaction
Mutants were balanced using balancer chromosomes containingwith Insc. Some as yet undefined events must occur
an insertion of ftz-lacZ or ubx-lacZ. Mutant embryos were identifiedbetween delamination (interphase) and mitosis which
by double staining with anti-b-Gal.
change the nature of this complex such that its mainte-
nance becomes codependent on these three molecules. Fusion Protein and Generation of Anti-Pins Antibody
Both insc and pins are required for the execution of A fusion protein containing aa 98±516 of the Pins coding region was
expressed as a GST fusion protein and purified using glutathione-the more downstream processes associated with asym-
coupled sepharose. Rabbits and mice were immunized and boostedmetric cell divisions and the relative roles of the two
at two week intervals using standard methods. Specificity of serumsgenes are at present unclear. However, some interesting
used were confirmed by Westerns against embryonic extracts anddistinctions can be made between the two genes. insc
by the lack of staining in null mutant embryos.
was originally isolated on the basis of its expression in
neural precursors (Kraut and Campos-Ortega, 1996). Its Mobilization of P Element
expression is restricted, conforms to the prepattern- EP3559 carrying a P element derivative that contains the white gene
(Rorth, 1996) inserted about 700 bp upstream of the pins transcrip-proneural-neurogenic-panneural cascade, and links gen-
tion unit at cytological location 98A-B. The P element in this stockeral neuronal differentiation programs to lineage in-
was mobilized using the immobile element P[ry1 d2-3](99B) as aformation; pins shows a wider expression pattern and
transposase source. One hundred fifty independent w revertant linesbecomes involved in asymmetric cell divisions only
were established. These were analysed on Southern blots using
when a signal (i.e., insc) is active. Pins and Insc also various portions of the pins cDNA as hybridization probes. Several
appear to follow different routes to reach the apical small deletion events which resulted in deletions that removed some
cortexÐPins apparently transiting via the membrane but or all of the pins coding region were recovered.
not Insc, which suggests that other interactors may be
Germline Transformation and Overexpression Studiesinvolved in linking Pins to the cortex. Finally, the only
Full-length pins cDNAs were isolated from a 4±8 hr pNB40 cDNAknown direct links to downstream events associated
library (Brown and Kafatos, 1988). To produce a full-length pinswith asymmetric cell divisions appear to be mediated
cDNA under the control of gal4-uas, a HindIII (blunt ended using
through Insc; both Mir (Shen et al., 1998) and Staufen Klenow)/NotI cDNA fragment was cloned into pUAST (Brand and
(Li et al., 1997) are capable of interacting with Insc and Perrimon, 1993) cut with EcoRI (blunt-ended)/NotI. The procedure
so far Pins has not been shown to directly interact with described by Spradling (1986) was used to obtain germline trans-
formants. Rescue experiments were performed by driving the ex-any of the downstream components.
pression of the uas-pins transgene with a sca-gal4 driver. Heat
shock±induced ectopic expression of Insc was carried out with aConservation of Pins with Vertebrate Homologs
transformant line that carried a HSP70-insc insertion on the secondSeveral of the components of asymmetric cell division
chromosome. Overnight collection of embryos were dechorionated,
machinery are conserved between nematodes, flies, before being treated to a 15 min heat shock at 378C with prewarmed
and/or vertebrates. The nematode par3 and par6 genes PBT. The heat-shocked embryos were kept in a moist chamber at
have closely related relatives in both Drosophila and 258C for 1 hr prior to processing for immunocytochemistry.
mammals (Izumi et al., 1998; Kuchinke et al., 1998; Hung
Yeast Two-Hybrid and Protein Interaction Assaysand Kemphues, 1999). par3 and its fly homolog baz
The library used for the yeast two-hybrid screens was a 0±21 hrappear to play similar roles in asymmetric cell divisions
embryonic Matchmaker cDNA library cloned in the pACT2 vectorin nematode and Drosophila (Schober et al., 1999; Wo-
containing the Gal4 activation domain (Clontech). The various baits
darz et al., 1999). Vertebrate homologs of Drosophila used for screening (as well as the various GST-Insc fusions) were
Numb appear to be asymmetrically localized in dividing generated by taking inserts from previously described insc con-
ventricular neural progenitors (Zhong et al., 1996; Waka- structs (Tio et al., 1999) and inserting them in-frame into pAS2-1,
containing the Gal4 DNA-binding domain. Two-hybrid assays werematsu et al., 1999), and overexpression studies suggest
Cell
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performed according to manufacturer's instructions. Five indepen- W. (1998). inscuteable and numb mediate asymmetric muscle pro-
genitor cell divisions during Drosophila myogenesis. Genes Dev. 12,dent pins clones were recovered from 10 million yeast transformants
screened. They all included at least TPR2-7 of pins. Constructs 304±315.
containing the entire Pins coding region, N-terminal Pins (N-Pins, Doe, C.Q. (1996). Asymmetric cell divisions and neurogenesis. Curr.
aa 1±378), and C-terminal Pins (C-Pins, aa 364±658) were generated Opin. Genet. Dev. 6, 562±566.
by cloning PCR fragments into pET15b (Novagene). PCR generated Doe, C.Q., Chu-LaGraff, Q., Wright, D.M., and Scott, M.P. (1991). The
sequences were checked by sequencing. 35S-labeled Pins transla- prospero gene specifies cell fate in the Drosophila central nervous
tion products were produced by using TNT±in vitro transcription system. Cell 65, 451±465.
and translation kit (Promega) and T7 polymerase. For each binding
Dye, C., Lee, J., Atkinson, R., Brewster, R.Han, P., and Bellen, H.J.assay, 5 ml of lysate containing 35S-labeled protein was mixed with
(1998). The Drosophila sanpodo gene controls sibling cell fate en-beads containing about 4 mg of the various GST-Insc fusion proteins
codes a Tropomodulin homolog, an actin/tropomyosin associatedin 0.5 ml PBS for 1 hr and washed five times with PBS 1 1% Triton.
protein. Development 125, 1845±1856.Proteins bound to beads were eluted in 23 SDS buffer, separated
Etemad-Moghadam, B., Guo, S., and Kemphues, K.J. (1995). Asym-on SDS-PAGE gels and autoradiographed.
metrically distributed PAR-3 protein contributes to cell polarity and
spindle alignment in early C. elegans embryos. Cell 83, 743±752.Affinity Purification and Western Blots
The Anti-FLAG immunoaffinity purification was carried out as fol- Frise, E., Knoblich, J.A., Younger-Shepherd, S., Jan, L.Y., and Jan,
lows. Embryos were collected at 12 hr intervals and subjected to Y.N. (1996). The Drosophila Numb protein inhibits signaling of the
heat shock treatment at 378C for 15 min. The embryos were then Notch receptor during cell-cell interaction in sensory organ lineage.
shifted to 258C for 1 hr in a moisture chamber and stored at 2708C. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 93, 11925±11932.
Frozen embryos were ground in liquid nitrogen and mixed with 5 Goebl, M., and Yanagida, M. (1991). The TPR snap helix: a novel
time volumes of the lysis buffer (20 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, protein repeat motif from mitosis to transcription. Trends Biochem.
1% Triton X-100, and protease inhibitor cocktail from Roche) for 30 Sci. 16, 173±177.
min in cold room. The embryo lysate was centrifuged at maximum
Guo, S., and Kemphues, K.J. (1996). Molecular genetics of asymmet-
speed in a microcentrifuge for 20 min. The supernatant (embryo
ric cleavage in the early Caenorhabditis elegans embryo. Curr. Opin.
extracts) was applied to an anti-FLAG affinity column (Sigma; 1 ml
Genet. Dev. 6, 408±415.
bed volume) preequilibrated with the lysis buffer. The column was
Guo, M., Jan, L.Y., and Jan, Y.N. (1996). Control of daughter cellwashed with 5 aliquots of 3 ml of the lysis buffer and proteins were
fates during asymmetric division: interaction of Numb and Notch.eluted from the column with the low pH eluting buffer (0.1 M glycin,
Neuron 17, 27±41.pH 3.5). The eluted fractions were readjusted to neutral pH with Tris
Hirata, J., Nakagoshi, H., Nabeshima, Y., and Matsuzaki, F. (1995).buffer (1 M Tris, pH 8.0) and concentrated with a Centricon P10
Asymmetric segregation of a homeoprotein, prospero, during cellcartridge. Approximately 20 mg samples of protein from embryo
division in neural and endodermal development. Nature 377,extracts and 1 mg samples of affinity-purified protein were applied
627±630.to each lane of an 8% polyacrylamide SDS gel for electrophoresis
and Western analysis. Horvitz, H.R., and Herskowitz, I. (1992). Mechanisms of asymmetric
cell divisions: two Bs or not two Bs, that is the question. Cell 68,
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